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From a specially commissioned portrait by Michael Birt

3 One of the original gang to break the YBA ‘movement’
onto an unsuspecting art world, Mat Collishaw has matured
in the 25 years since the seminal Freeze exhibition into one
of the major talents of his generation. And judged by some
informed opinion as the outstanding artist of that original
1988 exhibition. A show scheduled for February at Blain
Southern, Hanover Square, is destined to reinforce this 
opinion as fact.
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Missed an issue of STATE magazine? You can
now browse through our free-to-access online
archive of interviews, profiles and features, as well
as reviews of books and essential gear for artists
and photographers. There is also a subscription
option if you would like to get a copy of the
magazine by mail direct from the press – simply
pay us your own postage, the magazine is free.

For artists of any medium, there is an 
opportunity to promote their work through a 
free profile (Readers’ Galleries) – just go to
www.state-media.com and upload (select f22 if
you are a photographer). This is open to both 
UK and international artists and you can file up
to 16 images, as well as link to your own website,
Twitter and Facebook page.

This year will also see the launch of our digital
branch of the magazine – STATE TV – a video
channel to supplement the magazine’s 
content. STATE TV will be able to react more
instantaneously to new stories in the arts, bringing
you interviews with artists and gallerists, and
documenting art events in the UK. If you are 
a filmmaker that would like to be involved, 
please get in touch with the Director at 
mf@state-media.com.

We are also on Twitter, Facebook and Vimeo –
add STATE to your contacts here:
twitter.com/statef22
www.facebook.com/statef22
vimeo.com/statef22

Please note that our updated website is live at www.state-media.com

Michaela Freeman
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We specialise in out of print, second-hand and rare books on

20th Century art, especially Modern British art.

We frequently acquire libraries and collections and undertake

archival work and valuations.

Located opposite the main entrance to Tate Modern.

Open 10.30 - 18.30 Monday to Saturday and 12.00 - 18.00 on Sunday

43 Holland Street London SE1 9JR

T +44 (0) 20 7261 0111   F +44 (0) 20 7261 0129
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A4 Leaflet 
2 sides in full colour

Tabloid Leaflet 
Folded to 4pp of A4

A4 Catalogue
16/32pp full colour

Tabloid Catalogue
16/32pp full colour

Poster Magazine
8 x A4 pages folding out 
to giant A1 poster

DISTRIBUTION SERVICE
MULTIPLE OPTIONS AVAILABLE 

Delivered direct to a specialist target 
audience of collectors, galleries, artists, 

dealers & arts consumers
Printed & inserted into every magazine pack.

Distributed across the UK. For more information  
contact: JULIE MILNE jm@state-media.com SAMPLE FORMATS: Printed on 130gsm quality art paper
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‘Those who do not want to 
imitate anything, produce nothing.’ 

SALVADOR DALI{ {
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‘What art offers is space - a certain
breathing room for the spirit.’

JOHN UPDIKE{

......................

......................

{

Michael Craig-Martin

QUOTEUNQUOTE

{ {‘A writer should write with his eyes
and a painter paint with his ears.’ 

GERTRUDE STEIN

QUOTEUNQUOTE
‘The art world has become an 
increasingly self-sustaining 

economic eco-system in which
the interests of all parties – 

museums, curators, auctioneers,
collectors, dealers and artists –

are best served by jointly 
establishing and maintaining 

the reputation of “brand name”
artists.’

BBC arts editor, WILL GOMPERTZ, 
creating a stir and stating the 

blindingly obvious.

‘...the only Art on show 
is the art of plastic surgery.’

Comment on the revamped 
DOVER STREET ARTS CLUB

(creative director: GWYNETH PALTROW) 
in ES magazine

‘What annoys me is that people
think that all I do is talk about

myself. It’s true - I do. 
I have a massive ego.’

TRACEY EMIN
talking to Laurie Taylor

‘‘You can pick any frame 
and it would look like one of 

his photographs.’
CHRIS MARKER (1921-2012) 

French filmmaker & photographer 
discussing William Klein’s movies.

Christo is creating a colossal structure that he claims 
will be the world’s biggest and most expensive 
permanent sculpture (estimated construction costs of 
$340m/ £212m). The Mastaba, made out of 410,000 
multicoloured oil barrels, is planned for Al Gharbia, 
100 miles from Abu Dhabi city, fast becoming a cultural 
oasis in the Middle East – notably, the Louvre Museum
is opening an outpost, and British architect Norman 
Foster is designing the Zayed National Museum. 

A German company that produces the colours for Mercedes-Benz and BMW cars will create
colours for the barrels. The Mastaba will be the artist’s only permanent large-scale work. Christo,
who is collaborating with Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed al-Nahyan, emphasised that it is not a 
pyramid. The name and geometrical form are inspired by an ancient Mesopotamian mud bench
for desert travellers to rest. Source: Observer/Guardian

Michael Craig-Martin warned that art 
colleges in the UK are in danger of losing 
their pre-eminence during a symposium held
at the British Museum. ‘Even though museums
and the market are booming in London, art 
education has been excluded from the mix,’ 
he claimed. The event was organised by the
Art Fund and sponsored by the lawyers 
Farrer & Co. A detailed report of the 
discussion is available on the Art Fund’s 
website: www.artfund.org/news

ART SCHOOL DECLINE
SHOCK HORROR

The Baltic, Sage, Live theatre, Seven Stories,
Dance City, Northern Stage have transformed
Tyneside. Local hero, playwright Lee Hall
(Billy Elliot) claims culture ‘helped Newcastle
survive the death of heavy industry, and in
so doing found a pride and prosperity that
seemed obscure and unthinkable only a few
years ago’. Some Newcastle organisations
facing a 100% cut in government funding
are likely to find it hard to retain Arts 
Council funding which won't support 
organisations that aren’t financially viable.
The perceived cultural apartheid, in which
Londoners enjoy a plethora of arts activities
and those elsewhere lose access to culture,
is becoming a reality in the regions.
Source: Guardian

NEWCASTLE: 
A 100% CUT TO ARTS

Oxford: in January 2013, the Ashmolean will launch a new programme of evening events, 
talks and live performances: Ashmolean LiveFridays. On the last Friday of each month, the 
Museum will open its doors from 7-10.30pm, to allow access to the collections and major 
exhibitions after hours with drinks in the rooftop Dining Room and the vaulted Café. In May
2013, the Ashmolean will mark its 330th anniversary, founded in 1683 as the country’s first
public museum. Source: Oxford Mail

ASHMOLEAN ‘LIVE’ FRIDAYS

A Woodruff Arts Center (Atlanta) employee
defrauded the city’s largest cultural 
organisation to the tune of $1.438 million
over five years by submitting invoices for
non-existent services. Embattled Board 
Chair, Larry Gellerstedt, pointed out that 
the embezzled funds account for only a 
fraction of the $100 million the Woodruff
takes in annually.

The arts centre – including its divisions 
the Alliance Theatre, Atlanta Symphony 
Orchestra (ASO), High Museum of Art and
Young Audiences – ended fiscal 2012 with 
a $2.165 million deficit. The mid-level 
ex-employee has admitted the crime and
could face racketeering charges and lengthy
prison sentence. Many Woodruff board and
audit committee members are from Atlanta’s
leading legal and accounting firms, but an
outsider has final audit of the books.
Source: Atlanta Journal-Constitution

ARTS EMPLOYEE 
STEALS $1.438,000

Henry Moore sculpture Draped Seated
Woman, also known as Old Flo, has been
valued between £5m and £20m. Tower
Hamlets Council has decided to sell.

Moore sold the sculpture to the council in 
the 1960’s to display in the borough, one 
of several sited in new towns and housing 
estates that were built following World War II.

Tower Hamlets Mayor Lutfur Rahman said: 
‘It is with considerable regret that I make this
decision but I have a duty to ensure residents
do not suffer from the brunt of the horrendous
cuts being imposed on us’. The Tower 
Hamlets Federation of Tenants and Residents
Associations told the BBC the council’s 
decision was ‘understandable given the 
current economic climate’.  Source: BBC

LESS IS MOORE 2012 Artes Mundi 5 prize, awarded biannually
to an international artist during an exhibition
at National Museum Cardiff, goes to Mexican
artist Teresa Margolles. The jury chaired by
Tim Marlow was taken by her ‘visceral power
and urgency as well as the sophistication of
her work in confronting an ongoing human
tragedy’. Margolles, who studied forensic 
science, focuses on drug-related violence in
Northern Mexico. artesmundi.org

ARTES MUNDI

Vladimir Umanets, 26, claims that he 
defaced Mark Rothko's Black on Maroon
(1958) at Tate Modern to provoke debate
about a spurious art manifesto called 
Yellowism.

The painting was one the Seagram murals,
gifted to the Tate by the artist in 1969. 
Attacking famous works is a well worn path
for failed ‘artists’ to attract notoriety. Rothko’s
paintings are notoriously difficult to fix 
because the artist often mixed his own 
paints with unusual materials and are  
comprised of hundreds of meticulously 
layered sheets of colour. Rothko’s No 1 (Royal
Red and Blue), recently made $75.1 million
(£47.2m) at auction in New York.
Source: Telegraph

The Edward Hopper House Art Center has 
dedicated a room in memory of the Rev.
Arthayer R. Sanborn (died 2007) because his
family had loaned it many artifacts. But Gail
Levin, who compiled the Hopper catalogue
raisonné, said suspicions were aroused by 
discrepancies in accounts of just how the 
minister had acquired such a large collection
of Hopper works, more than 100 of which he
sold. Sanborn, an intimate friend with keys to
the Hopper home, said he purchased items
from the estate of Mrs. Hopper (died 1968),
but under the terms of her will, all Hopper’s
art was supposed to go to the Whitney Museum.
Levin, then Hopper curator at the Whitney,
was the chief researcher on the bequest. She
was particularly troubled the Whitney had not
received City Roofs because Mrs. Hopper had
listed it as ‘here in studio’ in a ledger she kept
to track the whereabouts of works. One close
to the Hopper family, Anton Schiffenhaus,
stated: ‘Mrs. Hopper didn’t give anybody 
anything – it just wasn’t like her’. The executor
and any others who could resolve such 
questions are now dead. Source: New York Times

HOPPER ‘THIEF’?

A Southern California man was arrested at
Oakland International Airport after security
officers found materials they say could be
used to make a bomb. Geoffrey McGann, of
Rancho Palos Verdes, tried to pass through
airport security with an ornate watch that
had switches, wires and fuses. McGann told
officers he’s an artist and claimed the watch
is art. He was taken to Santa Rita Jail and
charged with possessing materials to make
an explosive device.  Source AP

WATCH OUT 

In step with the current surge in food-related art
projects, London-based This Is Not A Take Away
run by artists Silvio Palladino and Sorcha-Mae
Stott-Strzala, offers inspiring dinners every first
Thursday of the month. A selected host prepares
both a meal and a conversational topic for their
guest audience, because ‘food is a lifeline and a
connection between people’. 
thisisnotatakeaway.com

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

ROTHKO MAROONED

Out of over 300 artist-led galleries in the UK, less than 1% would consider exhibiting at an
art fair due to their non-profit nature. 

That’s why the Artist-Led Initiatives Support Network (A.L.I.S.N.), run by sculptor Iavor
Lubomirov and painter Bella Easton of Lubomirov-Easton Gallery in South London, came up
with an unusual proposal for this year’s London Art Fair. They sublet their stand to a selection
of small independent artist-run galleries to enable them to exhibit work by unknown artists,
for a small fraction of the usual cost, hoping to turn the booth into ‘a stage’. 
www.alisn.org

Details from work of artists presented by 'SUBLET' galleries - Jacob's Island; MOCA; LUBOMIROV-EASTON 
and Occupy My Time Gallery: Courtesy of A.L.I.S.N.

ART FAIR SUBLET

Larry Gellerstedt

Teresa Margolles
What Else Could We Talk About Cleaning, 2009

Mark Rothko

CHRISTO IN ABU DHABI

Edward Hopper
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'The work of art must seize upon you, 
wrap you up in itself, carry you away.'

PIERRE AUGUSTE RENOIR{

......................

......................

{

Inspired by Warhol’s Factory, Japanese artist
Takashi Murakami wants to create portraits
based on photos sent in by strangers, 
transforming ‘a transient image of the digital
world into a tangible painting’. Contact 
murakami@perrotin.com for more details.

MURAKAMI TREATMENT

Last October, a fully interactive 3D Printshow
was launched to bring together innovators in
3D: print industry, fashion designers, artists.
Included: Matthew Plummer-Fernandez who
experiments with emerging 3D technologies

and code – such as disruptive social bots 
running automated online interactions. 
www.3dprintshow.com
www.plummerfernandez.com

In Conversation: KENTRIDGE & DUMAS, an
hour long feature documenting the discussion
between William Kentridge and Marlene
Dumas, directed by Catherine Meyburgh and
produced by Liza Essers and Goodman
Gallery in NY. The respected South African
artists compare their use of colour; concepts
of beauty and ugliness; anxieties and 
inspirations; using photography and 
pornography (Dumas) and a stop motion 
animation with projection and mirrors 
(Kentridge) – a searingly frank document
about the creative process!
microcinema.com

BEHIND THE BRUSH

Famous LA art institute’s Film/Video graduates
had a boom in 2012. Ex-CalArt directors made
Disney's Wreck-It Ralph (Rich Moore), 
Frankenweenie (Tim Burton) and Hotel 
Transylvania (Genndy Tartakovsky) – Kyle
Balda (Dr. Seuss) and filmmakers Mark 
Andrews and Brenda Chapman also had Top 10
grossing films in 2012. Other famous CalArts
graduates include John Lasseter, chief creative
officer at Pixar and Walt Disney Animation 
Studios; Disney directors John Musker
(Aladdin), Kirk Wise (Beauty and the Beast),
Gary Trousdale (The Hunchback of Notre Dame),
and Henry Selick (Coraline).

Steve Anker, dean of the School of Film/Video
said: ‘Our alumni have revolutionised the industry’.
The college claims movies directed by graduates
from CalArts’ famous animation programs have
generated $26.4 billion in box office revenue
since 1985.  Source: LA Times

CALARTS' ALUMNI
TROUSER $26 BILLION

A number of art auction houses 
are embracing the iPad world by
releasing apps to make it easy to
search and bid:

Phillips de Pury & Company have made a
bespoke attempt to make the experience
of browsing and searching auction 
catalogues intuitive and extra quick. 
Easily zoom into high res images, share
details by email, and find auction results
back to 2006. 

SPEED OF LIGHT

Sotheby's app is less user-friendly, and 
only partly functional in portrait mode. 
Unlike their website, to view catalogues 
you must register and confirm your email
first. It wins on the convenience front – 
entire catalogues are downloaded to your
device to view offline.

CLUNKY

Christie’s app lists dates for auctions in 
the next year. Only recent catalogues and
auction results can be downloaded, but 
they are easy to navigate. Full contact list
for all branches is included as well as a
basic guide to buying and selling.

NON FUSS

HOT&COLD
SOMERSET HOUSE
Now hot venue for trending 

exhibitions, casual eating & chill-outs
in the Capital. Not to mention 

iceskating at Xmas. Riverside delight.

DAVID KEEPS
Motor-mouth US art pundit – wise ass
TV presenter with rapid, in-yer-face

info style. Strangely endearing.

SAATCHI GALLERY
High impact shows just keep coming.

Karl Lagerfeld ‘Little Black Jacket’
show gave away 1000’s of free, full-
sized poster prints. Queues for miles.

PETER BLAKE
Early work at Waddington Custot 
Galleries (Rock, Paper, Scissors)

demonstrated when Blake was at his
best, he was a major force – notably

the ‘General’ series of sculptural models.

GOGO - HIRST SPLIT
The colossal arrogance of an 11 gallery,

simultaneous exhibition across the
world has f***ked them both. Just
whose brilliant idea was it again?

SAME DAY INVITATIONS
Only the sad can respond to an email
‘come tonight’ invitation – same goes
for publicising anything on Facebook. 

TATE HITS ROCK 
Ticket demand for Kraftwerk in
Turbine Hall crash Tate website.
At £60 each for some 60mins!

This is not the Tate's remit. 

ART DEALER 
UNIFORMITY

Once it was Savile Row suits; then
heavy rimmed specs and crew-cuts.

Now it’s BEARDS! They might well be
pirates but enough already

NO MORE FLATBACK

BIDS-R-US
e

Two exhibitions, two aspects of Russian Art.
A hard fitting, visceral look at contemporary
art in the Soviet Union, Gaiety is the Most 
Outstanding Feature of the Soviet Union
(until 5 May); and a selection of art made 
in the claustrophobic, Communist era, 
1960-1980’s. Breaking the Ice (until 
21 February). Essential viewing.

Saatchi Gallery
g UNTIL 5 MAY

A stupendous review of Bartolomé 
Esteban Murillo.

Examining Murillo’s relationship with his 
patron and friend Don Justino de Neve, the
canon of Seville Cathedral. The gallery is 
turning its Sir John Soane-designed rooms 
into what will resemble a Sevillian church and
promises a scholarly and unexpected take on
the great 17th century painter. 

Dulwich Picture Gallery
g 6 FEBRUARY - 19 MAY 

Recently your great friend and collaborator ALLEN GINSBERG died – and you had a 60th 
birthday this year. Your work seems to embrace the spirituality of India so how do you now
view the passage of time and what does it mean to your creative self to be on the cusp of 
old age?

I TRUST MORE the present moment than any chronology. Everything I make is not 
placed on some chronological grid but is more like radiating movement from a 
centre. The difficulty of spirituality is that it is not a path really, it is more like an 
interval in a sequence of mistakes. I feel comfortable in India, I agree with the

basic untold tenet that the world is better as it is. There is not another life, I live in the
moment. I don’t make a fear of death the basis of my narrative – Krishnamurti says that 
a mature mind is a mind without fear...’

BLAIN SOUTHERN  LONDON  29 NOVEMBER 2012

Francesco Clemente

Vincent van Gogh’s Postman Joseph Roulin,
and Paul Cézanne’s Madame Cézanne in a 
Red Armchair aren’t at Boston’s Museum of
Fine Arts this season because MFA is renting
out many of its most prized works of European
and American art to commercial enterprises;
notably a private company called Linea 
d’Ombra, run by art historian-turned-
entrepreneur Marco Goldin. He has found 
success persuading northern Italian cities to
pay steep fees to mount popular exhibitions 
of borrowed artworks, using aggressive 
marketing to promote the events. Other high
profile lenders include the National Galleries
of Scotland in Edinburgh, the Louvre and 
the Musée d’Orsay, Paris, and the Van Gogh
Museum, Amsterdam. Anna Somers Cocks
(The Art Newspaper) asked: ‘why should they
be deserving of tax-free status, of donations
from business and the rich, of being 
considered superior to ordinary commercial
life if they themselves become so commercial
as to rent our their collections?’  
Source: Boston Globe

RENT-A-PIC

hDON’T MISS

St Pancras International has commissioned
Lucy and Jorge Orta to create a new art 
sculpture to replace the Olympic rings 
greeting visitors to the station. Lucy Orta 
revealed that the work will be based on their
sculptural series Cloud which uses recycled
bottles, resin and wood, and was inspired 
by a research trip to Cairo and meeting 
Zabbaleen community living on a garbage
mountain of Mokattam. 
www.studio-orta.com

RINGOS

Toronto has created an official five-member
Graffiti Panel, made up of city staffers with
backgrounds in ‘the arts, urban design, 
architecture and other relevant disciplines’,
which met for the first time last November.
Toronto’s council has already given its blessing
to what is known as Graffiti Alley, a series of
colourful backstreets only a few blocks from
City Hall. Reaching a consensus will be diffi-
cult. One building owner appeared with his
lawyer to defend his graffiti covered walls,
happy to let them stay. The panel wasn’t so sure,
first opting to defer judgement, then reopening
the matter before deferring it yet again. 
Source: Toronto Star

GRAFFITI – WHO KNOWS?
Two members of the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art
have sued, contending that 
it misleads the public into 
thinking that its admission 
fees are mandatory and not

simply suggested. (The museum’s original
lease with the city specified that it had to be
accessible free of charge several days of the
week). Signs above the museum’s admissions
desks include the word Recommended in small
type below the word Admission. Harold
Holzer, a spokesman for the Met, called the
suit ‘entirely frivolous’.
Source: New York Times

MET MUSEUM SUED

‘
Lucy + Jorge Orta, Clouds - Ascension, 2011

Sergei Vasiliev: Criminal Tattoo survey

Bartolomé Esteban Murillo 
Spring (Flower Girl) 1665-70

Tim Burton Matthew Plummer-Fernandez, sekuMoi Mecy, 2012

n Takashi Murakami, Self-portait

{

{

d

d
'If you want to really hurt you parents, and you don't have 
the nerve to be gay, the least you can do is go into the arts.'

KURT VONNEGUT
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A PROJECTS CANADA

o A refreshing reinstatement of the power of
paint on canvas at the Ronchini Gallery in
Dering Street. Italian galleries are trending
and this is one of the leading lights. Opened
February 2012 under direction of Lorenzo
Ronchini. www.ronchinigallery.com

Conrad Marca-Relli Untitled
Collage & mixed media on canvas. 1957
Courtesy Archivio Marca-Relli, Parma

...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

o   A scintillating alchemical mix of concept and
craft: each unique work contains the ashes of
a celebrated book sealed within a hand blown
Venetian glass vessel engraved with the same
title. Another triumph for hot ticket venue,
Salon Vert, and its enigmatic director, 
Anna Lapshina. www.salon-vert.com

Antonio Riello  Doctor  Zhivago. Boris I. Pasternak
Glass vitrine & printed paper (incinerated) 2010-12
From Ashes to Ashes exhibition.

o   The twin shows New Sensations (Saatchi) 
and The Future Can Wait was the can’t-miss 
exhibition of last October. TFCW, curated by 
hot-shots Zavier Ellis & Simon Rumley
introduced a galaxy of tomorrows young art
stars. The pure draughtsmanship of Eric
Manigaud raised him to an even higher plane. 
www.thefuturecanwait.com

Eric Manigaud  Gueule Cassee 1 
Pencil & graphite powder on paper. 2003
The Future Can Wait Exhibition. 2012

INNIPEG NOW
and My Winnipeg
included the work of 
such internationally 
recognised artists as

Marcel Dzama (formerly of the well-
known collective The Royal Art Lodge),
Wanda Koop and filmmaker Guy
Maddin; as well as Sarah Anne 
Johnson, Simon Hughes, Neil Farber 
and Karel Funk.

Canadians themselves say that the 
country as a whole is conservative and
mad about sport, not Art. How come,
then, Winnipeg (pop. 700,000) 
maintains a multi-discipline cultural 
programme – ballet, music and film, as
well as visual art – which would be the
envy of a comparably-sized British city
such as Sheffield? The factors seem to be
economic, geographical and cultural.

First, the economics. The city spends $6
(around £4) per head on subsidising the

arts, much more than is typical at a local
level in the UK, and that’s supplemented
by state and federal funding for many
projects. That money is spent in varied
and imaginative ways: in the expected
grants to artists, and in support of a wide
range of institutions from a digital 
platform to print facility; but also, for
example, in exporting the art to the

world. Hence the visit to Paris last year of
the well-catalogued My Winnipeg show 
(featuring 76 artists with local connections);
in funding established female artists to 
provide advice to their younger sisters 
alongside educational and exhibition 
programmes at Mentoring Artists for Women’s
Art; and in outreach projects which see artists 
working with the community.

The other key economic factor is: the
city is cheap. Or as Sarah Anne Johnson
puts it, in contrast to her time in New
York, you can afford a big studio and
materials and trips to other places. She
and Simon Hughes both have spacious
studios, while Neil Farber and Karel
Funk have been able to afford houses 
big enough to set aside plenty of space 
to make work.

Winnipeg’s obvious geographical 
characteristics are its size, relative 
isolation, and cold. The city’s strapline 
to market itself as a tourist destination is
‘small town friendly, BIG TOWN FUN’;
and as Shaun Mayberry, owner of the
biggest commercial gallery in the city
declares, there’s an art equivalent –
Winnipeg is small enough that everyone
knows each other, but big enough to
‘have a scene’. That – linked to the need
to drive 500 miles to get to another town
of any size, Minneapolis – makes the city
unusually self-contained. Contrast that

with the gravitational pull of London,
which is felt across England and ensures
that almost all artists head for London if
they aspire to succeed.

The climate is mentioned by everyone.
Winnipeg is the coldest large city in the
world. If you spit in winter, it hits the
ground as ice. ‘It’s dark and winters last
forever,’ according to Diana Thorneycroft,
‘so we go inside – inside our homes, our
bodies and our heads’ – referring to not
simply lots of art-making occurring, but to
its surreal tinge.

That slips into the cultural factors. 
The city has a distinctive character, 
brilliantly captured in Guy Maddin’s 
homage/dissection My Winnipeg, with its
announcement of intent: ‘after a lifetime 
of trying and botched attempts I’m finally
leaving Winnipeg for good – again’. 
As that suggests, the people tend to 
combine a love-hate relationship to their 

city with a self-deprecating sense of
humour which feeds productively into 
the art.

Winnipeg’s atypically large proportion of
aboriginals (10% against an all-Canada
average of 4%) is also relevant, increasing
diversity in general and in an art context
injecting the influence of the distinctive
traditions of the Inuit and First Nations,
which inform much of what is being made
in the mainstream.

Education also plays its part: virtually 
all the artists featured in Winnipeg Now
attended the University of Manitoba. 
And there’s a strong tradition of artist-
teachers influencing the next generation –

though not at the expense of students
inspiring each other, which according to
founder-member Neil Farber, was the key
to the development of the City’s best-
known collective, The Royal Art Lodge
(1996-2008). Furthermore, once a 
place attains a critical mass for artists, 
it tends to develop and attract them 
more easily.

Winnipeg isn’t typical of Canada, of
course. Toronto, for example, is much 
bigger (pop. 5.5m) more expensive and
also closer to other urban centres (only
300 miles from Montreal and 350 miles
from New York – but 1300 miles from
Winnipeg). It doesn’t feel as if the support
networks, amount of collaboration and
profile of the arts are radically different
between Toronto and London. But 
here, uniquely, it’s more a case of the 
Winnipeg Effect than some national
Canadian dynamic.

‘Once a place attains a critical mass
for artists, it tends to develop and

attract them more easily.’

‘Winnipeg is the
coldest large city 

in the world.’

{ }

A scope on Winnipeg to find out what factors 
explain its growing reputation in the visual arts, as
illustrated by two shows in the city’s main public

galleries: Winnipeg Now and My Winnipeg.
TEXT & PHOTOS: PAUL CAREY-KENT

W

{ }
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1 Neil Farber

1 Karel Funk 1 Simon Hughes

1 Sarah Anne Johnson

PERISCOPE
Work of note that has surfaced in London recently
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1 Mat Collishaw Last Meal on Death Row, Louis Jones Junior 2012  ‘C’ Print

The irresistible rise of MAT COLLISHAW
TEXT  MIKE VON JOEL   | PORTRAIT MICHAEL BIRT
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HE CONTEMPORARY
art world being what it is, 
the mythology of the DIY 
Freeze exhibition in 1988 
is so enduring it’s as of 
yesterday. Maybe it was 
Arlo Guthrie who said 
‘to become a force, first

become a movement’, but it is a notion
artists have always embraced with 
enthusiasm. The Young British Artist tag
captured the imagination of a moribund
art world on the verge of a radical change
(the Big Bang – Big Bucks deregulation of
London’s financial markets in 1986). Even
negative press coverage (and there was
enough) gave the oxygen of publicity to
that random band of youthful artists(1)

and to a single art school: Goldsmiths.

An early supporter, Charles Saatchi, is
recorded as claiming it was the YBA 
attitude more than anything that attracted
his interest. Certainly they were not averse
to shock tactics to grab attention in those
far-off days and as the YBA culture morphed
into art-as-rock'n'roll commercialism, it
created its own Top of the Pops and 
‘super-star’ personalities – whilst others 
disappeared without trace, unable to turn a
Freeze credential into gold. Yet one Freeze
participant, who joined the clamour to
shock and be noticed, subsequently retired
to his studio and for over 20 years has 
created a body of provocative, inventive,
ingenious and spiritual works that 
are now set to reveal him as the true 
dominant and authentically major talent 

of a gilded generation. And that artist is 
Mat Collishaw.

Collishaw laughs ruefully. ‘Those who 
can’t get access to Tracey [Emin] and
Damien [Hirst] end up with me’, he says
on his experience of being interviewed 
in the past. If this situation once existed, 
it will be forever extinguished when
Collishaw reveals new works in an 
important show at Blain Southern’s 
outstanding space in Hanover Square 
in February.(2)

Mat Collishaw was born in Nottingham 
in 1966. ‘The UK gun capital and the
highest rate of axe murders in Europe,’ he

says with a smile, ‘but good things did
come out of the city: Paul Smith, DH
Lawrence... and the Midland Group.’(3)

It was the Midland Group that redirected
Collishaw away from football, the army
and pop music and grabbed his attention
with an early exhibition by Robert
Mapplethorpe (‘out there stuff that gave
me a buzz’). 

Reviews of Collishaw’s early days always
refer to the fact his parents were practising
Christadelphians, and sinister overtones are
put on this. In fact, it is no more than a
form of extreme Protestantism, although:
‘...you had to toe the line. It is insular and
they do tend to intermarry, outsiders are
seen as being of the world,’ Collishaw
remembers, ‘... it may have coloured my
outlook but it is in no sense a straitjacket
on anything. That said, my moral position
on things might well have come from
them. We were working class and I went 
to an ordinary school – although further
education is not encouraged.’

Collishaw deliberately chose Goldsmiths
and arrived to find a haven of like-minded 

students. People he regarded as ‘bright 
kids who had learned nothing at school – 
uneducated like me’. He has also noted
that ‘the teachers there were more 
cerebral... they were out there showing 
in galleries around the world, like 
Michael Craig-Martin and Richard
Wentworth, Mark Wallinger and 
John Thompson’. 

In his second year he joined in the 
preparations for a self-staged exhibition to
be called Freeze. ‘Damien, Angus Fairhurst
and me were second year, Sarah Lucas had
just left; Gary Hume and Fiona Rae were
at the end of their third year,’ Collishaw
recollects. His own contribution was taken
directly from Austin Gresham’s illustrated
handbook of forensic pathology, a close up
of a deep scalp wound recreated in a series
of illuminated panels. 

‘It was an ambiguous image and easy 
to lose sight of what it actually was – it
resembled other things [some opined it 
indicated a vagina]. Images like this – or
pornography – you just had to engage
with. I was looking for something that
would pierce the veneer I identified in
most painting and sculpture of that time. 
I wanted to soil the gallery as opposed to
embrace people; it was really not my 
intention to shock.’

It was an irony that this now iconic piece,
relatively expensive to make and unsold,
was left to rot outside the venue. A later
version (Bullet Hole) is now in the 
collection of the Museum of Old and 
New Art in Hobart, Australia.

In 1997, Mat enacted a conceptual piece –
centred on Diego Velasquez’ famous work
in the Prado, Las Meninas (1656) – called
Blind Date. Filmed as he journeyed to
Spain blindfolded, he psyched himself up
to meet a masterpiece of Spain’s Golden
Age in the flesh, meditating on ‘what you
actually confront when you meet an
incredibly famous painting against what

T
‘Underneath I’m really an old school
painter. Art for me has always been 

about trying to preserve something of 
the aura of old master paintings and 

communicate that emotion back.’
{ }

you are programmed to feel – and I wanted
to ratchet that up – I wanted to explore 
the Stendhal syndrome’.(4) In a way Blind
Date was typical of all Collishaw’s art – 
a seemingly simple premise with a 
deeper, intellectual basis that provokes 
further contemplation.

In the event, the experience was ‘...awful
– without the visuals it is all a din – 
a cacophony. Madrid with its marble 
tabletops, crashing crockery – I actually
had to stumble out of the restaurant we
went to. There was absolutely no cheating,
we stayed overnight so I was blind for
24hrs. It was exhausting and depressing.

[He removed the mask only when in front of
Las Meninas.] Ironically the painting was
not as impressive as I thought it would be.
It is not a visceral painting – it’s a cool and
conceptual construct.’

Another work, whilst seemingly simple 
in its application, disguised a similar 
intellectual rigour and insistence that 
emotion and passions be engaged. This 
was Asylum. A ‘raft of refugees filmed on
the Kent coast’ became an audio/video 
projection within a water-filled buoy, 
reminiscent of that nautical favourite, the
ship-in-a-bottle, simultaneously referencing

the Raft of the Medusa (Géricault) and the
notion of ‘lost souls’. A raw soundtrack of
wind and waves made an effective 
statement of hopelessness and desolation.

Collishaw revisited this thread of 
‘individuals whose dignity and identity
have been taken’ in a highly sensitive 
creation for the Freud Museum in 2009.
Women under the Influence was a quietly
beautiful piece reconstituting portraits of
anonymous 19th century Parisian women,
patients who had been photographed to
illustrate the recently formulated ideas
about ‘hysteria’. Like the so-called capture

of ectoplasm in spiritualist photographs of
the day, anomalies in the photographic
process were used to illustrate all sorts of
bogus theories on the ‘essence’ of 
hysterical and mental aberration.
Collishaw, convinced these unfortunates
were drugged and bullied into participating,
reclaims their dignity and soulfulness in 
a video work incorporating smoke and 
mirror effects, and the magical appearance
and disappearance of the faces of these long
forgotten women. 

The Freud Gallery experience was 
particularly poignant for Collishaw. He 

1 Mat Collishaw Portrait by Michael Birt

1 Mat Collishaw Garden of Unearthly Delights 2009, Steel, aluminium, plaster, resin, stroboscope

A SOUND AND VISION. SMOKE AND MIRRORS. MAT COLLISHAW
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has a virulent antipathy to psychotherapy
following a fractious time with the mother
of his son, Alex, who insisted the boy see a
therapist because of the imaginary damage
done by their break-up. The ‘happy little
boy’ hated it and Collishaw (who insists
that, contrary to published reports, he has
never visited a shrink) has not forgiven
those whom he regards as overpriced
lifestyle Nazis.

A consistent factor in Mat Collishaw’s 
work has to be his focus on craftsmanship,
an attention to detail in each piece that has
evolved into a highly complex and precise
method of working. His fascination with
the zoetrope(5) is not unexpected. This 
simple optical device, which creates magical
effects and tricks the mind and the eye, 
was popular in the Victorian era, a period
that chimes with Collishaw’s creative 
imagination. In his hands, the zoetrope 
has been reinvented in 3D and taken to
sublime levels. Incorporating computer
technology ‘with an eccentric Ukrainian
technician’, Collishaw makes complex,
revolving, multi-plane works based on the
concept of the zoetrope.

‘I invent a character on computer – then
animate him so that each slight increment
of movement realised is 100% accurate, so
when rotating you get a smooth optical
transition. A small piece takes about six
months and costs around £25,000 to 
fabricate. It got easier as we went along 

and made less mistakes, but certainly 
not cheaper.’

Animated 3D carousel pieces like
Throbbing Gristle (2008) and Garden of
Unearthly Delights (2009) with their 
fairytale figurines and dark, sinister 
undertones (reminiscent of moralising
Victorian children’s books or Richard
Dadd paintings) are both exciting and
emotional to watch – and Collishaw has
attracted serious attention with them. 

In 2010 the prestigious V&A asked him to
produce a temporary piece (Magic Lantern)
for the Winter season. His response was to
create the effect of a lantern in the cupola
attracting butterflies (beauty) to the beacon
of light (learning) that is the essence of 
the museum. Likewise, in 2012 the
Rambert Dance Company commissioned 
a backdrop to a Sadler’s Wells production,
Labyrinth of Love. Choreography by
Marguerite Donlon and scored by
American composer Michael Daugherty, it
was based on a series of love poems across
the ages.

‘Why did I get involved in this? I don’t
know! I felt it was important not to steal
the show, to be interesting but not too
interesting. I created a majestic video to
respond to the poems. However, the 
composer didn’t produce the insightful
music I expected but a 42nd Street sort 
of razzmatazz – it was very tricky to make

it work. It was not really enjoyable but my
visuals got applauded.

‘Maybe it is a mistake straying into other
areas like fashion and ballet. But I go into
it to learn something. I’m interested in
visual experience. Things should have a
physicality and should transcend that 
physicality. That thing of being a church-
like experience, not as in communing with
something divine, but where you reflect, 
as you do in a church. It might be a self
delusion but where you go through a portal
into another place for a few moments. And
a gallery can provide that...’

Mat Collishaw currently lives and works in
a former pub not far from Goldsmiths
College with his girlfriend and fellow artist,
Polly Morgan. A recent brush with serious
illness has moderated his behaviour but not
his affection for the dark side. And he has
made a return to ideas in painting. A
recent show of ‘C’ Prints at Other Criteria
recreates the last meals requested by Death
Row inmates as soulful still life images in
the Dutch Old Masters tradition. He is
also contemplating a move to the country
with Polly, who rather fancies a taste of
rural life. 

Collishaw is destined to have the art world
at his feet and it could not be more well
deserved. And Tracey Emin will no doubt
shortly be being introduced as ‘Mat
Collishaw’s ex-girlfriend...’

1 Mat Collishaw Women Under the Influence 2009  Antique mirror, two-way mirror, wood, steel, LCD screen and hard drive

STATE is indebted to Charlotte Sluter 
at Purple PR for assistance in realising 
this feature. 

LINKS
www.matcollishaw.com
www.blainsouthern.com
www.othercriteria.com

NOTES
1) Freeze exhibition, July 1988: Steven
Adamson; Angela Bulloch; Mat Collishaw;
Ian Davenport; Angus Fairhurst; Anya
Gallaccio; Damien Hirst; Gary Hume; Michael
Landy; Abigail Lane; Sarah Lucas; Lala
Meredith-Vula; Richard Patterson; Simon
Patterson; Stephen Park; and Fiona Rae

2) This is Not an Exit
14 February – 30 March 2013

3) The Midland Group was started by Evelyn
Gibbs and others in 1943 – occupied various
premises in the centre of Nottingham then
settled at East Circus Street in 1961

4) A psychosomatic disorder that causes
confusion and even hallucinations when 
an individual is exposed to art that is 
particularly beautiful.

5) A zoetrope is a device that produces the
illusion of motion from a rapid succession of
static pictures. The earliest known zoetrope
was created in China around 180 AD by the
inventor Ting Huan.

A SOUND AND VISION. SMOKE AND MIRRORS.

CHARLIE SMITH london
+44 (0)20 7739 4055
direct@charliesmithlondon.com
www.charliesmithlondon.comG
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COMING SOON

 GAVIN NOLAN
For enquiries please email nolan@charliesmithlondon.com

CURRENTLY SHOWING

YOUNG GODS
Selected London Graduates curated by Zavier Ellis

YOUNG GODS I.  JAN 10 – FEB 15
The Griffin Gallery, The Studio Building, 21 Evesham Street 
London W11 4AJ, Mon - Fri / 2- 5pm or by appointment

YOUNG GODS II.  JAN 11 – FEB 16
CHARLIE SMITH london, 336 Old St, 2nd Floor 
London EC1V 9DR, Wed- Sat / 11am - 6pm or by appointment

+
LONDON ART FAIR.  JAN 16 – JAN 20
Stand 4, Business Design Centre
52 Upper Street, London N1 0QH
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Saatchi’s programming – another initiative
was given equal billing – The Future 
Can Wait (1). 

Zavier Ellis recollects how it all began:
‘Simon Rumley called a meeting of dealers
with similar artists and we all talked
through the possibilities. Simon and I
ended up the only two left standing and 
we devised a large scale event, essentially
London-centric. We launched The Future
Can Wait (TFCW) at the Old Truman
Brewery in 2007. Rebecca Wilson was

then premiering New Sensations also at the
Truman. Same place, same time. Three
years ago Rebecca suggested we talk and
whilst they focus on graduates, we are 
concerned with emerging to mid-career
artists. Our first collaboration with Saatchi
was in 2011 at B1, Victoria House. It was
mobbed. Of course, I already had my own
showcase for graduates called Young Gods.
In 2013 this exhibition will now be in 
collaboration with ColArt, who own
Winsor & Newton.’

Young Gods has already had noteworthy
successes, introducing embryonic talents to
major collections (example: Tessa Farmer
to Saatchi, David Roberts and Spencer
Brownstone. Nika Neelova, Slade graduate,
Russian actress and diplomat’s daughter, 
to an international museum audience 
and savvy UK-based collectors). Whilst
Charles Saatchi acquired six works by 
Eric Manigaud.

Zavier Ellis uses his own art as a release
from the relentless pressures of curating

NE OF the hot tickets 
in 2012 was the double
show of new talent at 
the B1, Bloomsbury 
Square. The mighty 
Saatchi empire staged

their New Sensations exhibition in 
association with Channel Four in this
expansive subterranean space, a guarantee
itself of maximum artland exposure. But
alongside this major lift for emerging
young talent – now a key part of Charles

A PEOPLE  ZAVIER ELLIS

and presenting other artists and his work
features in the Peter Nobel collection,
Zurich, alongside Giacometti and
Rauschenberg. But although a practising
artist, Ellis has a burgeoning public profile
through his Old Street gallery, Charlie
Smith London, founded in 2007. 
And his drive and devotion to spotting 
new talent has forced Charlie Smith London
into the vanguard of trending London
spaces and its founder and director into
similar prominence.

He is serious about his time in the studio.
Although he is equally serious about the
benefits of being engaged in the educational
and intellectual aspects of creating survey
shows about the never ending flow of
‘emerging talent’ that so exercises the 
contemporary art business. Ellis religiously
visits all the BA and MA student shows in
search of artists who fit his clearly defined
criteria. ‘I have close personal relationships
with the artists that I work with, so that’s
something that’s very important to me 
and a benefit from curating and gallery
running,’ he notes. 

Zavier Ellis was born in Windsor and 
graduated from Manchester University
(1993-96) although he now lives, newly

married, in East Dulwich. He puts his 
passion for art at his mother’s feet, she is a
talented draughtswoman, and early on he
was a keen organiser of creative events – 
his first curatorial effort was in nearby
Henley. Whilst doing his MA he exhibited
at art fairs in the guise of Charlie Smith
London, finally settling in Shoreditch,
above The Reliance pub. ‘Old pubs mostly
have a disused function room above,’ he

Charlie Smith London
London Art Fair Islington Stand 52
16-20 January 2013

NOTES
1. The Future Can Wait was devised by Zavier Ellis
and Simon Rumley (Ellis is always keen that the latter
is given due credit) in 2007.

LINKS
www.charliesmithlondon.com
www.thefuturecanwait.com

says, ‘artists like it, it has the atmosphere 
of a pop up and it’s certainly not the 
White Cube [located just minutes away].

‘I rely on my own instinct about the work.
I look for authenticity. It is important to
meet the artist. In a way it’s a traditional
model, but perhaps I do a lot more off-site
than is usual. I’m quite a romantic –
although art is subjective; the object gives

‘ The West End has become the
centre of the British art business and 

I do want to be a part of that...’{ }

JUST WHO IS
ZAVIER ELLIS?
The star of Shoreditch-based dealer Zavier Ellis continues to shine 

following a series of knock-out curatorial events in 2012.
TEXT: MIKE VON JOEL   |   PORTRAITS: ED SYKES

value to the artist and brings value to 
the audience. Some things are timeless. 
My own perspective is curatorial – being 
collaborative with artists and critics, 
as with the Edward Lucie Smith project 
in Lithuania. 

‘A lot of art and art galleries are poor 
quality – my strategy is to have a solid
exhibition programme and a consolidated
group of relating artists. Also, actually, 
to establish genuine relationships with 
like-minded collectors. 

I’d like to be in the West End at some
point but if I want a big space now I can
simply use an off-site location. But to be
honest, the West End has become the 
centre of the British art business and I 
do want to be a part of that...’

1 Zavier Ellis & Simon Rumley at B1, Victoria House. London 2012

O

1 Zavier Ellis  As Above, So Below 2012  House paint, pencil & collage on board

1 Zavier Ellis at B1, Victoria House. London 2012

1 Zavier Ellis  Murder in the Cathedral 2011
House paint, pencil & collage on board
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A PEOPLE  MARO GORKY

‘ Her stained-glass colour, crisp shapes and 
compositional majesty instil her syntheses of previous 

art with the force of an individual intently focused 
personality. You can't ask much more of art.’

ROBERTA SMITH New York Times
{ }

ARO GORKY prefers 
life in the hills of 
Tuscany to the noise and
chaos of the Capital, 
although her London

home is in fact a quiet garden square just
north of Hyde Park. In Italy, Maro and her
husband, Matthew Spender, can work in
splendid isolation on their painting and
sculpture, and Spender can get on with his
literary works unimpeded. They have been
together for over 50 years, sharing a similar
background of the intellectual privilege
(some might say curse) of the famous 
parent syndrome. In Maro’s case, her fate
was to be the daughter of one of Abstract
Expressionism’s most complicated – and
tragic – luminaries, Arshile Gorky.

The extraordinary childhood of Maro and
her sister Natasha recently came to notice
by way of a fascinating familial film 
documentary, made by her daughter
Cosima(1). Whereas tracing their early years
and the run up to Arshile’s suicide(2) proved
emotionally exacting for her sister, Maro
appeared much more sanguine about the
realities of life with a father she now thinks
had clear symptoms of madness.

‘I’m the clown of the family, I make 
people laugh. Appearing in Cosima’s film
was no problem for me. I’m optimistic, 
it’s my nature. That’s why my husband has
been with me for 51 years, because he is
rather gloomy and tormented himself. My
sister Natasha is a retiring violet – she has
been squashed by the family tragedies and
so is very involved with Buddhism today.
I’m more of a transcendental pantheist...’

Although there seems to be a lot of 
documentary footage of Arshile Gorky
himself in the movie this is, in fact, simply
the result of clever editing: 
‘In fact there was only four minutes cine
film of my father at home. But there was a
very good feature article in Life about the
Sherman house with still photographs. I
actually prefer the stills.

‘He wanted me to be a painter. I would
have liked to have been a doctor but I did
not read until I was seven because my
father didn’t believe in formal schooling.
And I was a dutiful elder daughter. My
mother [Agnes ‘Mougouch’ Magruder,
later Gorky] was much more conventional 
and when she later married an upright
Bostonian, he immediately put us into
school. She’s 91 now and has got lung 
cancer following a lifetime of rolling her
own cigarettes – she does it all through the
film if you notice.

‘She was upper middle class and she could
not take the reality of bohemian life. It was
simply too hard for her. She never went to
the Cedar Bar. Willem de Kooning told us
he was jealous when Gorky married my
mother because she stopped him seeing his
old buddies (even though it was de Kooning
who introduced them). She preferred people

of her own background type, de Kooning
called them “Connecticut Puerto Ricans”. 

‘Both Matthew and I knew so many 
people because of our parents. I remember
Arthur Koestler hopping around our 
drawing room. I met Matthew when I was
18 and he was 16. I think our mothers
were similar insofar as they both married
highly creative people but were not so
themselves. Although Matthew’s mother,

Natasha Spender, was, in fact, a concert
pianist at one point. All our friends were in
the same situation, Georgina [Barker] and
Bimba [MacNeice] and Moggy [Empson].
It was a sort of parallel universe. We were
privileged in one way – we were passing
out peanuts to Freddie Ayers and to a
room full of famous people. I went to the
Lycée Français in London and then the
Slade School of Art.’

For over 40 years Maro has been renovating
a house in Tuscany, now a much loved
family home reminiscent of Charleston
Farmhouse, the East Sussex retreat of the

Bloomsbury Group. It is inspirational and
offers the spiritual solitude she demands:

‘There is immense value in painting. It 
is mystical and magical. I get a funny 
tingling feeling in the palm of my hands
when I look at raw materials. I do make
portraits but they don’t sell. A lot of my
landscapes are informed by our house in
Tuscany – we have been there since 1968 –
it is 500 metres above sea level. Matthew

M

RHYTHMS
OFTIME

Maro Gorky has been fearless in her pursuit of Art,
Spirituality and Domination over a painful legacy.

TEXT: MIKE VON JOEL  |  PORTRAIT: ED SYKES

has made all the furniture and I painted
the genuine frescos. Every three years I
exhibit with Long & Ryle and did have a
show in New York recently with Salander-
O’Reilly Galleries – where I got a very
good review by Roberta Smith in the 
New York Times...’ 

By an unfortunate matter of timing, Maro
Gorky became involved in a cause célèbre
in New York’s art world. Following 
protracted litigation by collectors and
artists, Laurence Salander pled guilty to 
29 felony counts of grand larceny and on
3 August 2010, was sentenced to 6 to 18

years in prison. In 2003, the Salander-
O’Reilly Galleries had allegedly been
described as ‘the best gallery in the world’
by a Robb Report.

‘...Unfortunately the man, Salander, was a
crook and I was defrauded. Then when I
had a show in Los Angeles, it was a success
but the woman had a brain tumour and
her husband claimed to know nothing
about my work! Artists like me simply do
not go to lawyers and sue people as a rule.

‘Roberta Smith did say my portraits were
like Tamara de Lempicka. Unfair! Because
my daughter Cosima actually looks like a
Lempicka. Women painters do not have an
easy ride. My father thought Lee Krasner
was a really good artist, but of course she
was the wife of ‘Mr Famous’ and devoted
herself to supporting Jackson Pollock’s
career. 

‘Being old is rather cosy. We are just the
froth on a cappuccino. Experience must
count for something? The older you get,
the more people take you seriously; they
think you keep doing the same picture
which, of course, I do not! I do serials
when I yearn for a certain colour. I hate
doing commissions and hate working
towards an exhibition. I understand the
world through my painting and I would
like to communicate what I feel about my
life and experience to other people through
painting. It’s a form of prayer. I do lead a
pretty solitary life and maybe that’s because
my ancestors were at a monastery in Van
in Armenia. 

‘A few critics think my father is hot but
the wider world doesn’t know much about
him. Did you know he hero-worshipped
Ingres? Financially, I am very lucky –
thanks to the sufferings of my father. And
maybe one day I’ll be able to support
myself through my own work...’

1 Dievole  2010  oil on canvas 1 Roosting Peacocks  2009  oil on canvas

NOTES
1. Without Gorky. A film written and produced by
Cosima Spender and Valerio Bonelli

2. A fire in his studio, a painful operation for rectal
cancer, a debilitating automobile accident, and 
marital troubles led the depressed Arshile Gorky 
to commit suicide on 21 July 1948 at Sherman,
Connecticut.

Maro Gorky is represented by Long & Ryle 
in London.

Long & Ryle London Art Fair Islington Stand 18
16-20 January 2013

1 Maro second left, with Gorky family group

3 Maro Gorky  London 2012
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 Olympia Grand Hall
1 3 March 2013

LONDON’S NEW GLOBAL ART FAIR

2902 Gallery Singapore / Akinci the Netherlands / Albemarle Gallery UK / Artspace UAE/UK / 
aye gallery China / Jack Bell Gallery UK / Boers-Li China / Brancolini Grimaldi Italy/UK /  
Nadja Brykina Gallery Switzerland/Russia / Cais Gallery Hong Kong/South Korea / Carroll/
Fletcher UK / CDA-Projects Turkey / Circle Culture Gallery Germany / Cynthia-Reeves USA / 
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P PEOPLE CAROLINE WISEMAN

HEN Caroline Wiseman
first opened for business, 
she enjoyed a burst of 
publicity. It was not the

sort of press coverage designed to endear
her to London’s serious art community.
More a cosy, middle class, Daily Mail
style applause based on her background
as a trained barrister, the fact she was
balancing newborn triplets (all boys) and
running her ‘gallery’ from home in
trendy West Square, Southwark, near the
Imperial War Museum. Cynics might
have been tempted to file Ms Wiseman
away with collapsible watercolour easels,
artists’ smocks and Dordogne painting
holidays that guarantee a red wine and
camembert lunch. Those that did so
failed to allow for the indefatigable spirit
and genuine passion for art that has
taken Wiseman from that elementary
launch to becoming one of the most
familiar faces in London’s art milieu.

Twenty years after that modest launch,
Caroline Wiseman has lost none of her
enthusiasm and confidence in her
methodology. From day one she was
convinced the white box ‘art gallery’
model intimidated many otherwise 
confident, professional people. Also, that
art shown in a modern gallery setting
was alien to the sort of homes most
potential art buyers lived in. Her initial
inspiration was Kettle’s Yard, once the
Cambridge home of Jim Ede and his
wife, Helen, and Wiseman set to 
interpreting her own vision with 
conviction.

‘Twenty-two years ago there was a 
recession – like now. Big names were
affordable and I could demonstrate they
were suitable for a traditional home. We
were selling artworks for a few hundred
pounds to visitors like Julian Barnes and
Pat Kavanagh (they came to the Howard
Hodgkin exhibition) and Tom and
Miriam Stoppard. I focussed on prints
by eminent artists like Hockney, Picasso,
Matisse, Chagall and Miró. Then 
quickly developed a real interest in
Modern British. In the main these were
all small editions, hand-crafted by the
actual artist. I have absolutely no interest
in reproductions or giclées and the like.

‘We soon evolved into original, more
expensive works: paintings and drawings.

engaging personality was integral to the
expanding horizons of the business.

‘I had been visiting dealers in Washington
and New York and was amazed just what
space you could get for your money. We
had wanted somewhere in the countryside
as well as London but discovered everything
one could wish for was available in the
USA for a fraction of the price. So we
moved to upstate New York. The idea was
to take British Art to America and repeat
the success of West Square. I also rented an
apartment in Manhattan in a very smart
location at E78th and Madison. So, from

I never attempted to have a “stable” of 
my own artists – they do prefer to be 
exhibited in more public spaces – and 
by having a sort of “secondary market”
business I could offer really well known
names. Of course, we were soon dealing
directly with the artist: Terry Frost, Patrick
Heron, Craigie Aitchison, John Hoyland
and Sandra Blow, for example.’

Caroline Wiseman Modern &
Contemporary was soon a fixture of the
London art fairs (20/21 at the Royal
College and Islington) and Wiseman’s

1998 to 2002, I was travelling between
the three places, with an assistant based
in London. People did come to the
American house but British Art didn’t
really work, we actually paid the bills 
by selling Matisse and Picasso and other
European works, mostly prints and
drawings. Disappointingly we couldn’t
get a visa, and the boys needed 
schooling, so it was decided to come
home. That was a great learning 
experience for me in the international
art business.’

The seven year spell in the US had 
certainly given Caroline confidence 
in her own ability. When the Home
Counties girl, who had once been
offered a place at St. Martins, returned,
Southwark just seemed far too 
restrictive.

‘By this time we were selling important
paintings (like Ben Nicolson) and had
really outgrown West Square. I was then
living in Lansdowne Crescent with my
new partner, Francis Carnwath. He was
a former banker with Barings, was at
one time Nick Serota’s deputy and a
chairman of the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park. Francis actually found the power
station that is now the Tate Modern
building. Tate would not be there 
otherwise!

‘We regularly visited Aldeburgh and it
was there I spotted this odd tower with
“to let” sign. I enquired and amazingly it
was restricted to ‘artistic use’ only. Sheer
serendipity. It was a fishermen’s rest-up
at one point; Laurens van der Post used
it to write in; then it got a bit derelict.
When we tried to buy it, the vendor
would only sell if we also bought his
house – right opposite this tower
(known as South Lookout). So now we
are in residence at Aldeburgh with a
whole programme of events, a festival,
artist-in-residence and ongoing 
relationships with artists like Peter
Blake, Eileen Cooper, Anthony Green,
many RAs. Ryan Gander lives locally,
made us a flag and is curating a flag
project. Danny Rolph will do a week’s
residency in the tower.

‘We show works inside the house, a sort
of Kettle’s Yard by the sea. There will be
an arts club, a cross between Gertrude
Stein’s salon and the Chelsea Arts Club.
Aldeburgh actually has a lot of very
interesting inhabitants...’

W

As a new generation of dealers are applauded
for launching innovative galleries in council flats and
domestic front rooms, one pioneer of the vogue for

the intimate exhibition is still expanding 
over 20 years later. TEXT  CHARLES KANE

‘We show 
works inside 
the house, 
a sort of 
Kettle’s Yard 
by the sea’
CAROLINE WISEMAN

LINKS
carolinewiseman.com
aldeburghbeachlookout.com

Caroline Wiseman Modern & Contemporary
London Art Fair Islington Stand 52
16-20 January 2013

7 South Lookout
The unique landmark on Aldeburgh beach 
which is a focal point for the Wiseman gallery
multi-faceted programme



Los mandos de las fuerzas de la ONU desta-
cadas en el Sáhara Occidental fueron informa-
dos de forma extraoficial por las autoridades
marroquíes de que el día 8 asaltarían el cam-
pamento saharaui de Agdaym Izik. A pesar de
ello, no acudieron al lugar de la tragedia hasta
tres días más tarde, cuando el asentamiento ya
había sido desmantelado. Así lo reconoció ayer
Alexander Ivanko, principal asesor político del
representante especial del secretario general
de la ONU y jefe de la Minurso (Misión de
Naciones Unidas para el Referéndum del Sáhara
Occidental), el egipcio Hany Abdelaziz.

"Los marroquíes no nos informaron oficial-
mente, pero teníamos indicaciones de que el
desalojo se podía producir", admite Ivanko en
el cuartel general de la Minurso, en El Aaiún.
"El jefe de la misión fue tres días después, pero
allí ya no quedaba nada".

Cuando, horas más tarde del asalto al campa-
mento, miles de saharauis iracundos se lan-
zaron a las calles de El Aaiún y comenzaron a
incendiar coches y apedrear edificios, las
fuerzas de la ONU no intervinieron. Tampoco
actuaron poco después, cuando bandas for-
madas por cientos de colonos marroquíes
acompañados por policías violaron,
destrozaron y robaron los domicilios y los
negocios de los saharauis. Simplemente, se
encerraron en el cuartel, que fue inmediata-
mente rodeado por las fuerzas marroquíes, o
permanecieron en sus hoteles y domicilios.
Ivanko justifica así esta actitud pasiva: "No
tenemos armas, y nuestra primera responsabil-
idad es proteger a nuestro personal".

El día 14, la Minurso envió a la sede de la
ONU en Nueva York un informe de 27 páginas,
que fue utilizado poco después en los debates
del Consejo de Seguridad. Ivanko señala dos
datos que aparentemente fueron incluidos en
el texto a pesar de que los miembros de la
fuerza de paz no presenciaron los
enfrentamientos porque estaban recluidos. El
primero es que no vieron armas de fuego en
manos de los marroquíes que reprimieron a
los saharauis. Y el segundo es que entre las
fuerzas del orden que cargaron contra los
alborotadores no había militares. Esta última
afirmación es crucial, porque la presencia de
militares en los enfrentamientos habría
supuesto una ruptura del alto el fuego entre
Marruecos y el Frente Polisario.

La Minurso es un organismo polémico. Es una
de las pocas misiones de Naciones Unidas que
carece de un mandato legal para fiscalizar el
cumplimiento de los derechos humanos tanto
en la zona ocupada por Marruecos como en la
controlada por el Frente Polisario. Fue creada
en 1991, tras la firma del alto el fuego entre
ambos contendientes, con la misión de organi-
zar un referéndum de autodeterminación entre
los saharauis. Desde entonces ha empleado a
más de 4.000 observadores militares y a var-
ios cientos de funcionarios civiles y ha con-
sumido un presupuesto cercano a los 1.000
millones de dólares, sin lograr su objetivo orig-
inal. Ivanko reconoce implícitamente ese fra-
caso: "Nosotros completamos en 2004 el tra-
bajo de identificar a los votantes, pero dado
que las dos partes no se ponen de acuerdo
sobre el referéndum, las listas han sido envi-
adas a la sede de la ONU de Ginebra. Ahora
nos limitamos a supervisar el alto el fuego, a
fomentar medidas de confianza entre
Marruecos y el Frente Polisario y a retirar las
minas plantadas en el territorio durante la
guerra". Para esa tarea cuenta con 450 per-
sonas, la mitad de las cuales son militares de
varias nacionalidades, entre los cuales no figu-
ran españoles.

La Minurso es un organismo polémico. Es una
de las pocas misiones de Naciones Unidas que
carece de un mandato legal para fiscalizar el
cumplimiento de los derechos humanos tanto
en la zona ocupada por Marruecos como en la
controlada por el Frente Polisario. Fue creada
en 1991, tras la firma del alto el fuego entre
ambos contendientes, con la misión de organi-
zar un referéndum de autodeterminación entre
los saharauis. Desde entonces ha empleado a
más de 4.000 observadores militares y a var-
ios cientos de una de la via 
s de dólares, sin lograr su objetivo original.
Ivanko reconoce implícitamente ese fracaso:
"Nosotros completamos en 2004 el trabajo de
identificar a los votantes, pero dado que las
dos partes no se ponen de acuerdo sobre el
referéndum, las listas han sido enviadas a la
sede de la ONU de Ginebra. Ahora nos limita-
mos a supervisar el alto el fuego, a fomentar
medidas de confianza entre Marruecos y el
Frente Polisario y a retirar las minas plantadas
en el territorio durante la guerra". Para esa
tarea cuenta con 450 personas, la mitad de las
cuales son militares de varias nacionalidades,
entre los cuales no figuran españoles.

La Minurso es un organismo polémico. Es una
de las pocas misiones de Naciones Unidas que
carece de un mandato legal para fiscalizar el
cumplimiento de los derechos humanos tanto
en la zona ocupada por Marruecos como en la
controlada por el Frente Polisario. Fue creada
en 1991, tras la firma del alto el fuego entre
ambos contendientes, con la misión de organi-
zar un referéndum de autodeterminación entre
los saharauis. Desde entonces ha empleado a
más de 4.000 observadores militares y 

funcionarios civiles y ha consumido un pre-
supuestocano a los 1.000 millones de dólares,
sin lograr su objetivo original. Ivanko reconoce
implícitamente ese fracaso: "Nosotros comple-
tamos en 2004 el trabajo de identificar a los
votantes, pero dado que las dos partes no se
ponen de acuerdo sobre el referéndum, las lis-
tas han sido enviadas a la sede de la ONU de
Ginebra. Ahora nos limitamos a supervisar el
alto el fuego, a fomentar medidas de confianza
entre Marruecos y el Frente Polisario y a reti-
rar las minas plantadas en el territorio durante

la guerra". Para esa tarea cuenta con 450 per-
sonas, la mitad de las cuales son militares de
varias nacionalidades, entre los cuales no figu-
ran españoles.

Los mandos de las fuerzas de la ONU desta-
cadas en el Sáhara Occidental fueron informa-
dos de forma extraoficial por las autoridades
marroquíes de que el día 8 asaltarían el cam-
pamento saharaui de Agdaym Izik. A pesar de
ello, no acudieron al lugar de la tragedia hasta
tres días más tarde, cuando el asentamiento ya
había sido desmantelado. Así lo reconoció ayer
Alexander Ivanko, principal asesor político del
representante especial del secretario general
de la ONU y jefe de la Minurso (Misión de
Naciones Unidas para el Referéndum del Sáhara
Occidental), el egipcio Hany Abdelaziz.
"Los marroquíes no nos informaron oficial-
mente, pero teníamos indicaciones de que el
desalojo se podía producir", admite Ivanko en
el cuartel general de la Minurso, en El Aaiún.
"El jefe de la misión fue tres días después, pero
allí ya no quedaba nada".

Cuando, horas más tarde del asalto al campa-
mento, miles de saharauis iracundos se lan-
zaron a las calles de El Aaiún y comenzaron a
incendiar coches y apedrear edificios, las
fuerzas de la ONU no intervinieron. Tampoco
actuaron poco después, cuando bandas for-
madas por cientos de colonos marroquíes
acompañados por policías violaron,
destrozaron y robaron los domicilios y los
negocios de los saharauis. Simplemente, se
encerraron en el cuartel, que fue inmediata-
mente rodeado por las fuerzas marroquíes, o
permanecieron en sus hoteles y domicilios.
Ivanko justifica así de lay rtrerno para la tia de
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ta actitud pasiva: "No tenemos armas, y nues-
tra primera responsabilidad es proteger a nue-
stro personal".

El día 14, la Minurso envió a la sede de la ONU
en Nueva York un informe de 27 páginas, que
fue utilizado poco después en los debates del
Consejo de Seguridad. Ivanko señala dos datos
que aparentemente fueron incluidos en el
texto a pesar de que los miembros de la fuerza
de paz no presenciaron los enfrentamientos
porque estaban recluidos. El primero es que
no vieron armas de fuego en manos de los
marroquíes que reprimieron a los saharauis. Y
el segundo es que entre las fuerzas del orden
que cargaron contra los alborotadores no
había militares. Esta última afirmación es cru-
cial, porque la presencia de militares en los
enfrentamientos habría supuesto una ruptura
del alto el fuego entre Marruecos y el Frente
Polisario.

La Minurso es un organismo polémico. Es una
de las pocas misiones de Naciones Unidas que
carece de un mandato legal para fiscalizar el
cumplimiento de los derechos humanos tanto
en la zona ocupada por Marruecos como en la
controlada por el Frente Polisario. Fue creada
en 1991, tras la firma del alto el fuego entre
ambos contendientes, con la misión de organi-
zar un referéndum de autodeterminación entre
los saharauis. Desde entonces ha empleado a
más de 4.000 observadores militares y a var-
ios cientos de funcionarios civiles y ha con-
sumido un presupuesto cercano a los 1.000
millones de dólares, sin lograr su objetivo orig-
inal. Ivanko reconoce implícitamente ese fra-
caso: "Nosotros completamos en 2004 el tra-
bajo de identificar a los votantes, pero dado
que las dos partes no se ponen de acuerdo
sobre el referéndum, las listas han sido envi-
adas a la sede de la ONU de Ginebra. Ahora
nos limitamos a supervisar el alto el fuego, a
fomentar medidas de confianza entre
Marruecos y el Frente Polisario y a retirar las
minas plantadas en el territorio durante la
guerra". Para esa tarea cuenta con 450 per-
sonas, la mitad de las cuales son militares de
varias nacionalidades, entre los cuales no figu-
ran españoles.
La Minurso es un organismo polémico. Es una
de las pocas misiones de Naciones Unidas que
carece de un mandato legal para fiscalizar el
cumplimiento de los derechos humanos tanto
en la zona ocupada por Marruecos como en la
controlada por el Frente Polisario. Fue creada
en 1991, tras la firma del alto el fuego entre
ambos contendientes, con la misión de organi-
zar un referéndum de autodeterminación entre
los saharauis. Desde entonces ha empleado a
más de 4.000 observadores militares y a var-
ios cientos de funcionarios civiles y ha con-
sumido un presupuesto cercano a los 1.000
millones de dólares, sin lograr su objetivo orig-
inal. Ivanko reconoce implícitamente ese fra-
caso: "Nosotros completamos en 2004 el tra-
bajo de identificar a los votantes, pero dado
que las dos partes no se ponen de acuerdo
sobre el referéndum, las listas han sido envi-
adas a la sede de la ONU de Ginebra. Ahora
nos limitamos a supervisar el alto el fuego, a
fomentar medidas de confianza entre
Marruecos y el Frente Polisario y a retirar las
minas plantadas en el territorio durante la
guerra". Para esa tarea cuenta con 450 per-
sonas, la mitad de las cuales son militares de
varias nacionalidades, entre los cuales no figu-
ran españoles.
Los mandos de las fuerzas de la ONU desta-
cadas en el Sáhara Occidental fueron informa-
dos de forma extraoficial por las autoridades
marroquíes de que el día 8 asaltarían el cam-
pamento saharaui de Agdaym Izik. A pesar de
ello, no acudieron al lugar de la tragedia hasta
tres días más tarde, cuando el asentamiento ya
había sido desmantelado. Así lo reconoció ayer
Alexander Ivanko, principal asesor político del
representante especial del secretario general
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